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AI Overview



AI in Broad Terms

Weak AI mimics human abili1es:  

• It can listen, see, speak, think, and make 
decisions like a human

• Learns how to perform tasks faster
• Capable of reasoning in certain situa;ons
• Programmed for a certain purpose
• No self-awareness

Strong AI exceeds human level:  

• Possess the full range of human capabili;es, 
like sensing, communica;ng and emo;ng

• Capable of reasoning at human level or higher
• aka ’Ar;ficial General Intelligence’ (AGI)
• Expected within 10-15 years
• Self-aware, can set it’s own goals

As of today: 

• AI self-learns brand new skills 
• Demonstrates emerging cogni;ve abili;es 
• Strong debate over AI’s bias and ethic (e.g. USA vs China) 
• Strong concerns over specialized AI & AGI development 
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Generative AI



• Text generation tools: ChatGPT, Copilot, Gemini, Claude, Jasper AI, Copy.ai etc.


• Image generation tools: Dall-E, Midjourney, Stable Diffusion, Bing Image Creator


• Voice synthesis tools: Descript, Speechify, Listnr


• Video generation tools: Sora, HeyGen, Pictory AI, Synthesia, DeepBrainAI


• Presentation making tools: Presentations.AI, Decktopus AI, Slidesgo

Some of Top Generative AI Tools



Olivia - an “average” 
vitiligo patient



AI in Medicine





“The Power of Prompting” By Eric Horvitz , Microsoft Chief Scientific Officer

ChatGPT with tailored prompting shines across all domains



ChatGPT notably outperforms physicians in communication, 
but lags in drug-related matters

The propor;on of high-quality responses from ChatGPT is 
3.6 1mes greater than those from physicians (78.5% for 
ChatGPT compared to 22.1% for physicians).  

Furthermore, ChatGPT's responses are rated as empathe1c 
9.8 1mes more frequently than those of physicians (45.1% 
for ChatGPT versus 4.6% for physicians). 

Keep in mind that ChatGPT's answers to specific drug-
related ques;ons are mostly incomplete or wrong, 
according to a lengthy study. This might be due to ethical 
considera;ons set during the model training.  



Examples of a human generated Chain-of-Thought (CoT) and a GPT-4

Originally published at https://www.prompthub.us

https://www.prompthub.us/blog/prompt-engineering-vs-fine-tuning-the-medprompt-breakthrough


AI in Education



Surge in AI-Themed Publications





The original texts inpu]ed into ChatGPT and Google 
Bard ranged from 10th to 17th-grade reading levels. 

ChatGPT effec;vely reduced the reading level from 
11th to 9th grade, and in another instance, to 6th 
grade. 

Bard excelled in simplifying the language to a 6th-
grade level but exhibited a significant omission of 
text and its meaning.  

h]ps://link.springer.com/ar;cle/10.1007/s11606-023-08469-w



https://openai.com/blog/teaching-with-ai

Using AI to Simplify Patient Education Materials

It’s free, and consider fine-tuning of your AI-assistant: 

• Identity: For example, its name, occupation, background, 
and role in the conversation context. 
• Characteristics: The persona's personality traits, 
communication style, values, emotional state, level of 
empathy and approach to relationships. 
• Knowledge and expertise: The specific areas of knowledge 
or expertise that the persona possesses, or situation in which 
it is operating. 



Creating a Chat-bot With Built-In Persona



“Hello ChatGPT, for the dura3on of this conversa3on, please 
assume the role of a compassionate and knowledgeable life 
coach specializing in working with individuals who have 
vi3ligo. Your responses should demonstrate a deep 
understanding of the unique challenges and experiences 
that people with vi3ligo may encounter in their daily lives. 

Provide guidance, encouragement, and prac3cal advice to 
help them communicate with the dermatologist, manage 
skin condi3on, camouflage lesions, develop effec3ve coping 
strategies and even find a job. As I ask ques3ons, response 
as though you were a life coach on vi3ligo, providing me 
with a truly authen3c interac3on.” 

Tailoring conversational style 



AI Guide on Vitiligo



www.vitiligo.ai



Adaptable to educational level



Informative and Up-to-Date
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